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leader, ruling as chief, king, or emperor. In this fascinating global history
of medieval and early modern dynastic power, Jeroen Duindam charts
the rise and fall of dynasties, the rituals of rulership, and the contested
presence of women on the throne. From European, African, Mughal,
Ming–Qing, and Safavid dynasties to the Ottoman empire, Tokugawa
Japan, and Chosŏn Korea, he reveals the tension between the ideals of
kingship and the lives of actual rulers, the rich variety of arrangements
for succession, the households or courts which catered to rulers’ daily
needs, and the relationship between the court and the territories under
its control. The book integrates numerous African examples, sets dynas-
ties within longer-term developments such as the rise of the state, and
examines whether the tensions inherent in dynastic power led inexorably
to cycles of ascent and decline.
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Preface

The global scope and thematic layout of this book do not allow digres-
sions: most academic debates are left aside or relegated to the footnotes.
My previous publications offer extended discussions of models and con-
cepts commonly used in the history of courts and elites. The rationale for
my comparative approach, explained briefly in the Introduction, has been
defended at some length in earlier publications.

Bringing together results of specialised literature in many areas, I chose
to use the relevant local terms at least once in the text. The glossary lists
these terms with short explanations. Comparison relies on general con-
cepts, but cannot be precise and verifiable if it fails to specify the local
variants. At the same time, the use of these regional terms introduces the
problem of transliteration conventions. While I have consistently tried to
adopt accepted systems of transliteration, I lack the language expertise of
the specialist and hence cannotmyself control the results. Precision in this
respect, surely, is not the key ambition of this book.

Chronology throughout the book is given inCE dates: CE and BCE are
added only in unclear cases. Other calendars are never used, nor is the
connection between dynastic rule and the calendar, common in many
areas, considered here. Three years are given in parentheses the first time
any ruler is mentioned in the text: birth, start of rule, end of rule. The year
for the end of rule is marked with an asterisk (*) in cases where it did not
coincide with death, usually with an endnote explaining the circum-
stances (abdication, dethronement).

Paramount dynastic rulers were mostly men. This book discusses
women in power and close to power at length, but it uses ‘ruler’, ‘prince’,
or ‘king’ in general statements where princesses and queens are implicitly
included.

xiii
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